Our friends of The Harkin Insitute make what we do here possible. We thank them for their
generous sup ort of our mission. This is an honor roll of donors who have made a gift in fiscal
year 2023 (July 1, 2022-June 30, 2023.)

$100,000+

Gordon Gund
Tom and Ruth Harkin
Mr. Richard J. Sussman (LA’51)
Masimo Corporation
Principal Financial Group

$25,000-$99,999

Jim and Ellen Hubbell
Lynette and Kurt Rasmussen (Lynette, LW’91)
AARP Inc.
Cruise LLC
Microsoft
National Down Syndrome Society
Wal-Mart Financial Services

$10,000-$24,999

Jon and Claudia Batesole (Jon, BN’61)
Roxanne and James Conlin (Roxanne, LA’64, LW’66, GR’79)
Barbara and Michael Gartner
Harriet Hubbell
Dr. Rachel and Ben McLean
S. Ahmed Merchant
Judge Robert and Rose Mary Pratt
W. Mark and Janet Rosenbury
Mrs. Janis K. Ruan
John Ruan, IV and Alison Ruan
Steve Sukup
Frederick Weitz II
ENABLE Scotland
PACF
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
St. Cloud State University
Sukup Manufacturing Company

$1,000-$9,999

Justine Ahle (AS’12)
Stephen and Rosemary Anderson (Stephen, BN’84; Rosemary, JO’84)
Richard Bender and Laura Forman
Bonnie J. Campbell and Mark Hamilton (Bonnie, LA’82, LW’84)
Dr. Ralph Carlson (LA’63)
Kay Casstevens
Heidi and James Chico (Heidi, ’90)
Elliott E. Cooper Jr. (JO’68)
Yoshiko Dart
Dr. Richard Deming
Denny Drake and Marsha Ternus (Denny, LA’73, LW’77; Marsha, LW’77)
Frances Fleck (GR’74)
Richard Gilbert and Julie Gammack
Trudy Holman Hurd
Joseph Jones II (GR’08, GR’21)
Susan Keith
Ashlea and Todd Lantz (Ashlea, GR’16)
John and Dianne Liepa
Jean Lloyd-Jones
Kara and Barry Waugh (Kara, GR’98)
Jim and Mary Merchant
Robert Noun and Beverly Brazier-Noun
Maria Otero
Gary and Virginia Palmer (Gary, BN’74; Virginia, ED’70)
Christopher Roosevelt
Richard and Jackie Seibert (Richard, BN’71)
Mary Sellers
Pamela Smith
Stephen Stenstrom and Donna Mueller
Sharon Tinker
Darci Vetter (AS’96)
Dr. Angela Walker Franklin and Thaddeus Franklin Jr.
Ray and Joanne Walton
Connie Wimer
F. A. Wittern Jr. and Carolyn Wittern (F. A., ’60)

American Century Investments
BNY Mellon Community Partnership
$1,000-$9,999 (continued)
Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck, L.L.P.
Goldman Sachs & Company
Iowa Healthiest State Initiative
John Deere Financial
Kessler Foundation
Kresge Foundation
Mary K. and Daniel M. Kelly Family Foundation
Mid-Iowa Health Foundation
Patricia & Richard Noyce Endow Iowa Fund
RPC, Inc. Charitable Foundation
The JP Morgan Chase & Company

$1-$999

Jeffrey Abt and Mary Paquette-Abt (Jeffrey, FA’71, GR’79; Mary, LA’72)
Wayne and Mary Adair (Wayne, LA’56)
Dave Affeldt
Brian Ahlberg
Robert Anderson
Barrie Anderson
Anonymous
Anonymous
Thomas and Elizabeth Barton
Judge Mark Bennett and Joanne Johnson (Mark, LW’75)
Steve and Karil Bialostosky
Hope and Robert Bibens
Dr. Cleveland and Linda Bryant (Cleveland, LA’68; Linda, FA’69)
Paul and Nancy Burrow (Paul, LA’76, GR’81)
Gary and Lila Capps
Jeanette Carter and Wayne Patton (Jeanette, LA’59)
Robert and Peggy Casper (Robert, BN’61)
Ellen Celsi
Brad and Emily Chafa (Brad, BN’83; Emily, LA’82)
Gregory Christie
David and Alicia Claypool
Brendan and Christine Comito
Jeffrey Couch
Dr. Kevin and Jeanne Cunningham
Jay A. Davidson and Margie M. Davidson (Jay, ED’70)
Dr. Jane DeWitt (PH’74)
Paul DiNino
John Dooley
Robert and Jane Downer
Larry Durbin
Fred and Kathy Eastman (Fred, GR’86)
Jack and Nancy Evans
Sally and Gordon Faber (Sally, PH’67)
Charles and Margaret Felling
Jack and Sandra Fleishman
Beth Freeman (JO’78)
Jeanine M Freeman
Michael and Clarissa Gadient (Michael, LA’71)
Elizabeth Garst
Ronald and Victoria Gauerke (Ronald, PH’91)
Susan Gerber
Robert and Ann Gernes
Roberta Gilbert (LA’84)
Mary Giliberti
Michael and Cheryl Giudicessi
Marjorie Greene
Ronald Grohe
Glen and Kimberly Hall (Glen, BN’83)
Oscar and Betty Hamilton (Oscar, ‘74)
Michael Hanna
Victoria and Andrew Hano (Victoria, ED’78)
Michael Harkin
Sally and Daniel Hartley
Doran Haywood
Philip Heckel
Thomas Henderson and Nan Horvat (Thomas, LA’77, LW’80; Nan, LW’81)
Jack Holveck Jr. and Andrea Holveck
Denise Hotopp
Galen and Katherine Howsare (Galen, GR’95)
Thomas and Julie Irvine (Thomas, BN’83)
Patricia Johnson
Lila Johnson (AS’21, JO’21)
Dan and Marilyn Josephsen
Jerry Kearns
Roderick and Deanna Kennedy
Aimee and Andrew Kern (Aimee, BN’02)
Patrick and Nicole Kiel
Lee Konfrst and Professor Jennifer Glover Konfrst (Lee, JO’96, LW’06; Jennifer, JO’96, GR’98)
Susan Lerdal
Dean and Deana Lerner (Dean, LW’81)
David Leshtz
Russell Lett
Margaret Linak
Larry and Sharon Long
Nicholas and Linda Lucy
$1-$999 (continued)

Gregory Lynch and Patricia Couch-Lynch
Caryl Lyons
Dr. Frederick and Roberta Maharry (Frederick, GR’82, GR’95)
Mary Malloy (LW’14)
Nadine Mathu
Maureen McCue
Michael McGuffin
Drs. Daniel and Andrea McGuire
Dr. Stephanie Mercier
Barbara and Robert Merrill (Barbara, GR’93)
Lawrence and Mary Miller
David and Kim Mitamura (David, BN’86)
John Moreland
Rodney and Lisa Morris
Donald and Martha Mousel
Madeline Nachtman (AS’21)
Ralph and Katherine Neas
Dennis and Jana Neff
Greg Nichols and Dawn Connet
Lance and Deborah Noe (Lance, GR’94; Deborah, GR’96)
Eddie and Joyce Norman
John and Jacqueline Norris
Thomas and Derry O’Connor
Robert Oberbillig (LA’56, LW’58)
Barbara Opheim
Mary Ortmann (GR’79)
Bonita and Walden Paige (Bonita, BN’65)
Runal Patel (AS’20)
Tim and Pam Pepper (Pam, GR’09)
Phyllis Peters (GR’07)
Senator Janet Petersen (GR’99)
Virginia Petersen
Michael Peterson
Carl and Norma Pullen
Senator Herman Quirmbach
Janet and Hertzel Rahmani (Janet, LA’69)
Dr. Alex Rajewski (AS’10)
Janice Reinicke
Dawn Roberts
Susan and Ronald Roberts (Susan, LW’03)
Ralph and Teresa Rosenberg (Ralph, LW’74; Teresa, GR’88)
Ron and Clarice Rubek
Donald Ruby
Klaus Ruedenberg
Howard Sachs

Marilyn and Duane Sand
Patricia Sarcone
Sam Scheidler
Paul Scherrman
Beverly Schroeder
Robert and Karen Scott
Patrick and Dorene Sell
Larry Severidt
Marvin and Jan Shirley
Viivi Shirley (LA’62)
Robert and Susan Simons
Matt and Stephanie Sinovic
Francis and Jean Smith
Jim and Cindy Smith (Jim, LA’72, LW’75; Cindy, LW’75)
John and Mary Kay Smith (John, AS’92, GR’00; Mary Kay, AS’91, GR’07)
A. Joyce Smith (ED’55, GR’81)
Susan Spencer
Maria and Patrick Steele (Maria, ’01)
Angelo Stefani
Jeanne Stoakes (LA’69)
Rayna Stoycheva
Karen Stuck
Stephen and Jane Terrill (Stephen, LW’73)
Rosemary and Gary Thierer (Rosemary, GR’14)
Julia Uram (AS’20, GR’21)
Edith Westfall
Kittie Weston-Knauer and Max Knauer III (Kittie, ED’70, GR’73)
Jim and Shelly Whitmire
Gary and LaDonna Wicklund
Reginald Williams and Taryn Tyler
Kathryn Wisecarver
Brent and Maggie Wynja
Jon and Barbara Yankey
David Yepsen and Mary Stuart (David, GR’85)

Interest in continuing your support this fiscal year? Give a gift online at:
www.alumni.drake.edu/harkin

If you have questions about how your name appears or would like to change your recognition for the future, please contact Stephanie Sinovic at 515-271-3745 or stephanie.sinovic@drake.edu